
 
 

 
Connection testing from L2/3 to L5 unconnected (table 1) and connected (table 2) cell pairs. 
Left half, numbers of L5 cell pairs with common inputs [left, common inputs (+)], with single but 
no common inputs [middle, common inputs (+), single inputs (+)], or no inputs (right). 
Denominator, total number of L5 cell pairs for each cell type combination. In the cases with single 
but no common inputs (middle), the numbers of cell pairs with single inputs in both cells (i) and in 
only one cell (ii) are also shown separately.  
Right half, number of stimulated L2/3 cells for individual L5 cell pairs with common inputs. Total 
number of L2/3 cells stimulated, number of L2/3 cells inducing simultaneous EPSCs in L5 cell 
pairs and that of L2/3 cells inducing EPSCs in just one of cell pairs are shown. In table 2, the 
numbers are shown according to the connectivity between L5 cells. Data are represented as 
means ± SD. 



Supplemental Figure 1 

 
(A) Probabilities that two L5 pyramidal cells share common inputs from a L2/3 cell in the case of 
unconnected L5 pairs, relative to those assuming non-selective cases.  (B) Common input 
probabilities relative to non-selective cases were compared between the same (home) and 
different (hetero) subtype pairs, and between unconnected and connected pairs. More than 25 
L2/3 cells were stimulated for individual L5 pairs. Cell pairs with EPSCs in both L5 but no 
simultaneous inputs were included for estimation of common input probability here because the 
connections to two L5 cells seemed to be relatively preserved. For these pairs we quantified the 
common input probability as zero. The numbers of cell pairs in each group were described in the 
figure (the number of cell pairs with common inputs and that of cell pairs with only single EPSCs). 
Data are means ± SD.  **, p<0.01. 


